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We present atime-dependentnon-Hermitian Floquet approach for the precision three-dimensional nonper-
turbative calculations of high-order harmonic generationsHHGd rates of the hydrogen molecular ions subject
to intense laser fields. The procedure involves an extension of thecomplex-scaling generalized pseudospectral
method for nonuniform spatial discretization of the Hamiltonian and non-Hermitian time propagation of the
time-evolution operator. The approach is designed for effective and high-precision nonperturbative treatment of
high-order multiphoton processes in very intense and/or low-frequency laser fields, which are generally more
difficult to treat using the conventionaltime-independentnon-Hermitian Floquet matrix techniques. The
method is applied to the multiphoton ionizationsMPId and HHG calculations of H2
+ for the wavelength
532 nm at the equilibrium internuclear separationsR=2.0 a.u.d and several laser intensities, as well as at the
laser intensity 531013 W/cm2 and various internuclear distances in the range between 3.0 and 17.5 a.u. We
found that both the MPI and HHG rates are strongly dependent onR. Further, at some internuclear separations
R, the HHG productions are strongly enhanced and this phenomenon can be attributed to the resonantly
enhanced MPI at theseR. Finally, the enhancement of higher harmonics is found to take place mainly at larger
R. Detailed study of the correlation between the behavior of MPI and HHG phenomena is presented.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.71.013408 PACS numberssd: 42.50.Hz, 33.80.Rv, 42.65.Ky
I. INTRODUCTION
The exploration of atomic and molecular multiphoton
processes in intense laser fields is a subject of much current
interest and significance in science and technologyf1–3g. In
particular, multiple high-order harmonic generationsHHGd is
one of the most rapidly developing topics in strong-field
atomic physics in the last decade. The generation of harmon-
ics of orders in excess of 300 from rare-gas atoms has been
recently demonstrated by several experimentsf4,5g. The
shortest wavelength generated by the HHG mechanism to
date is about 2.7 nmf4,5g, well into the water window re-
gime. In the last several years, the study of molecular mul-
tiphoton ionizationsMPId and HHG processes has also re-
ceived considerable attention both experimentally and
theoretically. Due to the extra internuclear degree of free-
dom, the response of molecules to strong fields is consider-
ably more complicated than that of atoms with comparable
ionization potential. The exploration of molecular physics in
strong fields is only at the beginning stage.
The main aspects of atomic HHG can be explained on the
basis of the recollision modelf6,7g. According to this model,
the atom is first ionized by the laser field. The free electron is
accelerated by the field and acquires some additional energy.
Oscillating in the field, the electron can return to the core and
undergo a recollision. As a result, a recombination can occur,
and the extra electron energy is converted into a photon of
the harmonic radiation. The model predicts a plateau in the
harmonic spectra with the cutoff at approximatelyuE0u
+3.17UP, whereuE0u is the ionization potential of the atom
andUP is the ponderomotive potential equal toF
2/ s4v2d, F
and v being the laser field strength and frequency, respec-
tively slinear polarization of the field is assumedd. A gener-
alization of this model to the diatomic molecular case was
discussed in Ref.f8g. Since molecules are more complex
systems than atoms, there exist several topologically differ-
ent classical orbits that contribute to the harmonic spectra in
the recollision modelf8g. Additional degrees of freedom as
compared to atoms lead to more flexible control of the HHG
process. For example, for diatomic molecules one can study
the dependence of the HHG spectra on the orientation of the
molecular axis and internuclear separation. Recent experi-
mentsf9,10g show the possibility of prealigning of molecules
in the interaction region.
However, due to the neglect of detailed atomic and mo-
lecular structure, the simple recollision modelf6–8g and
other modelsf11g based on the Keldysh-Faisal-Reiss ap-
proximations, etc., cannot provide quantitative details of the
underlying quantum dynamics and HHG spectra. To obtain a
full picture, ab initio calculations are required. However,ab
initio time-dependent wave-function calculations of
N-electron atomic and molecular systems is beyond the
scope of the current supercomputer technology forN.2. To
overcome this major bottleneck, several self-interaction-free
time-dependent density-functional theoreticalsTDDFTd ap-
proaches, taking into account detailed electronic structure
and dynamical electron correlations for atomicf12,13g and
diatomic molecularf14,15g systems, have been recently de-
veloped. Much remains to be explored along this direction.
Ab initio study of MPI and HHG processes of a hydrogen
molecular ion, the simplest two-center molecular system
with three electronic degrees of freedom, will be the focus of
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this article. Even for H2
+, accurate three-dimensionals3Dd
calculations of MPI and HHG rates are by no means straight-
forward, particularly for the cases of long wavelength and
strong laser fields. There are a number of previous H2
+ cal-
culationsssee, for example, Refs.f16–19gd, but most of them
adopt 1D or 2D model descriptionsf16,17g or zero-range
potentialf8g. Recently, HHG calculations of H2
+ at the laser
wavelength 800 nm were performed using a 3D approach for
the time-dependent Schrödinger equationf20g. The results
show interesting interference phenomena in the harmonic
spectra due to contributions from each nucleus.
Precision calculations of MPI rates of H2
+ at 1064 nm
were accomplished a few years agof21g by means of the
time-independent non-Hermitian Floquet matrix approach
f22g. However, such an approach requires the development
of a sophisticated numerical procedure for the treatment of
ultralarge complex eigenvalue problemsf21g. In this paper,
we present an alternativeab initio approach, the time-
dependent non-Hermitian Floquet method, for the high-
precision nonperturbative treatment of HHG spectra of the
real 3D H2
+ system. In the present study, we assume the
fixed-nuclei approximationsnuclear motion is not taken into
account; this is a commonly used approximation in HHG and
MPI calculations where the fast electron motion is more im-
portantd and the alignment of the molecular axis in the ex-
ternal field direction. We study MPI and HHG in laser fields
with the wavelength 532 nm at different laser intensities and
internuclear separationsR.
We note that although accurate numerical solution of the
3D time-dependent Schrödinger equation of the H2
+ systems
driven by intense laser pulses is now becoming feasiblesse ,
for example, Ref.f21gd, high-precision HHG results are gen-
erally more difficult to achieve as the harmonic generation
rates can vary as much as 10–20 orders of magnitude from
low to high harmonics. The primary motivation of the
present Floquet study is to provide precision and benchmark
HHG results for the monochromatic field case, allowing
comprehensive analysis of theR-dependent HHG phenom-
ena in terms of the quasienergy spectrum.
Since HHG is observed in intense laser fields, it is accom-
panied by multiphoton ionizationsMPId. The HHG and MPI
processes take place at the same time and are strongly cor-
related. Thus the investigation of MPI is important for un-
derstanding the behavior of HHG spectra. Previous investi-
gations of the ionization dynamics of H2
+ involved
numerical integration of the time-dependent Schrödinger
equationf23,24g as well as the time-independent Floquet ap-
proachf21,25,26g. Some studies used a quasistatic approach
treating the laser field as a static electric field and then aver-
aging over the field strengths within one optical cycle
f27,28g sa short review of previous MPI studies is given in
Ref. f21gd. The applicability of the quasistatic description
depends on the wavelength of the laser field. As revealed by
the calculations of Ref.24g, for example, at the wavelength
1064 nm the results are consistent with the static tunneling
ionization picture, while at 790 nm, large dynamic correc-
tions are observed. Our calculations are performed at even
shorter wavelength, 532 nm, where the quasistatic descrip-
tion may not be applicable. Indeed, our results for the ion-
ization rates show strong deviation from the 1064 nm case
f21,23,27g and exhibit several sharp resonances as the inter-
nuclear separation varies. Analogous behavior of ionization
rates was observed in the Floquet study of Ref.f25g at the
wavelength 248 nm. We show that the resonances in the MPI
process strongly affect the HHG production.
In the present HHG study, we extend the time-dependent
non-Hermitian Floquet approach recently developed for the
study of the high-order above-threshold multiphoton ioniza-
tion of atomic systemsf29g to the diatomic molecular sys-
tems. The approach proved to be very accurate and efficient,
particularly for the intense and low-frequency external fields
where traditional Floquet Hamiltonian methods have led to
very large size matrix problems. In Sec. II, we start with the
implementation of the time-dependent non-Hermitian Flo-
quet method for molecular systems in prolate spheroidal co-
ordinates. In Sec. III, we discuss our results for HHG spectra
and MPI ionization rates of H2
+ in the laser field with the
wavelength 532 nm. Section IV contains concluding re-
marks.
II. METHOD
Our time-dependent non-Hermitian Floquet approach
consists of the following steps:sid generalized complex-
scaling pseudospectral discretization of the wave function
and the Hamiltonian operator in the prolate spheroidal coor-
dinates; sii d construction of the complex-scaled time-
evolution operator for one optical cycle by means of the time
propagation using the split-operator technique;siii d diagonal-
ization of this time-evolution operator which yields the com-
plex quasienergy eigenvalues and corresponding Floquet
eigenstates at time momentt=0; sivd time propagation of the
selected Floquet states again using the split-operator tech-
nique which gives the wave functions on the time grid with
uniform spacing within one optical cycle;svd evaluation of
the time-dependent expectation values of the dipole moment,
momentum, and acceleration using the computed Floquet
wave functions;svid Fourier analysis of the above quantities
to produce the harmonic generation rates.
A. Pseudospectral discretization in prolate spheroidal
coordinates with uniform complex scaling
We make use of the conventional definition of the prolate
spheroidal coordinatesj, h, andw f30g, and the relation be-
tween the cylindrical coordinatesr ,z and prolate spheroidal
coordinates of the electron is as follows:
r = aÎsj2 − 1ds1 − h2d, s1d
z= ajh, s2d
1 ø j , `, − 1ø h ø 1, s3d
a being the half-internuclear distance. The third coordinate,
the rotation anglew about thez axis, is the same for both
coordinate systems. The electronic partHe of the unper-
turbed Hamiltonian operator of the hydrogen molecular ion
H2
+ can be written as follows in the prolate spheroidal coor-
dinatessatomic units are usedd:
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He = −
1
2a2
1
sj2 − h2dF ]]j sj2 − 1d ]]j + ]]h s1 − h2d ]]h
+
j2 − h2
sj2 − 1ds1 − h2d
]2
]w2
G + Usj,hd, s4d
Usj ,hd being the Coulomb attraction between the electron
and the two nuclei,
Usj,hd = −
2j
asj2 − h2d
. s5d
The interaction of the electron with the laser field linearly
polarized along thez axis is described in the velocity gauge,
Vsj,h,td = i
F
v
sinvt
]
]z
+
F2
2v2
sin2 vt, s6d
where F and v are the laser field strength and frequency,
respectively, and the partial derivative with respect toz is
expressed in the prolate spheroidal coordinates as follows:
]
]z
=
1
asj2 − h2dFhsj2 − 1d ]]j + js1 − h2d ]]hG . s7d
The system has the axial symmetry with respect to thez axis,
and the projectionM of the electron angular momentum on
the z axis is conserved. Thus the wave function of the elec-
tron Csj ,h ,w ,td can be represented in the following form:
Csj,h,w,td = Fsj,h,tdexpsiMwd, s8d
and the coordinatew is eliminated from the time-dependent
Schrödinger equation for the functionFsj ,h ,td. In what fol-
lows, we will limit the discussion to thes statessM =0d, and
the equation for the functionFsj ,h ,td takes the form
i
]
]t
Fsj,h,td = fT + Usj,hd + Vsj,h,tdgFsj,h,td, s9d
where the kinetic energy operatorT depends onj andh only,
T = −
1
2a2
1
sj2 − h2dF ]]j sj2 − 1d ]]j + ]]h s1 − h2d ]]hG .
s10d
Now we are going to apply the Legendre pseudospectral
discretizationf31g of the wave function and operators in Eq.
s9d. First, we need to use the mapping transformations,j
=jsxd ,h=hsyd, to ensure the new quantitiesx andy span the
interval f−1,1g. For the pseudoangular coordinateh, the
identity transformation is used,
hsyd = y, s11d
while for the pseudoradial coordinatej, we apply the
complex-scaling mapping transformation,
jsxd = 1 +RL
1 + x
1 − x
expsiad, s12d
RL anda being the mapping parameter and complex rotation
angle, respectively.
We make use of the Gauss-Legendre abscissashxij and
hyjj as the collocation points in the pseudospectral discreti-
zation. They are defined as the roots of the Legendre poly-
nomialsPNxsxd andPNysyd, respectively,
PNxsxid = 0, PNysyjd = 0. s13d
The orders of the polynomialsNx and Ny are equal to the
numbers of grid points for the coordinatesx andy within the
intervalf−1,1g. The Gauss-Legendre quadrature can be writ-
ten as follows:
E d3rF2 = 2pa3o
i=1
Nx
o
j=1
Ny
fi j
2 , s14d
wherefi j are related to the values of the functionF at the
collocation points,
Fsjsxid,hsyjd,td =Îs1 − xi2ds1 − yj2d
ji8h j8sji
2 − h j
2d
PNx8 sxidPNy8 syjdfi j .
s15d
In Eq. s15d, the primes denote the derivatives of the func-
tions with respect to their arguments. The discretized kinetic
energy and] /]z operators are matrices of the orderNxNy
3NxNy. They have the following matrix elements as acting
on the vectorhfi jj:
Tij ;i8 j8 =Îs1 − xi2ds1 − yj2ds1 − xi82 ds1 − yj82 dji8h j8ji88 h j88 sji2 − h j2dsji82 − h j82 d
3
1
2a2Fd j j 8 h j81 − yj2ok=1
Nx 1
jk8
jk
2 − 1
1 − xk
2Dki
sxdDki8
sxd
+ dii8
ji8
1 − xi
2o
k=1
Ny 1
hk8
1 − hk
2
1 − yk
2 Dkj
sydDkj8
sydG , s16d
S ]
]z
D
i j ;i8 j8
=Îs1 − xi2ds1 − yj2ds1 − xi82 ds1 − yj82 d
ji8h j8ji8
8 h j8
8 sji
2 − h j
2dsji8
2 − h j8
2 d
3
1
2aFd j j 8 h j8h j1 − yj2S ji2 − 11 − xi2Dii8sxd − ji8
2 − 1
1 − xi8
2 Di8i
sxdD
+ dii8
ji8ji
1 − xi
2S1 − h j21 − yj2 Djj 8syd − 1 − h j8
2
1 − yj8
2 Dj8 j
sydDG .
s17d
The first derivative matricesD
ii8
sxd, D
jj 8
syd have simple analytical
expressions in the pseudospectral method; for the sets of the
Gauss-Legendre collocation points, they appear as follows:
Dii8
sxd =
1
xi − xi8
, i Þ i8; Dii
sxd =
xi
1 − xi
2; s18d
Djj 8
syd =
1
yj − yj8
, j Þ j8; Djj
syd =
yj
1 − yj
2 . s19d
As for the Coulomb potentialUsj ,hd on the right-hand side
of Eq. s9d, it is represented by a diagonal matrixslike any
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multiplication operator in the pseudospectral methodd, with
the matrix elements U(jsxid ,hsyjd)dii8d j j 8. Equations
s15d–s19d are the main results of the current Gauss-Legendre
pseudospectral discretization in the prolate spheroidal coor-
dinates. We should note that previously a pseudospectral dis-
cretization scheme in the prolate spheroidal coordinates was
developed in Ref.f21g. However, that approach used a dif-
ferent definition of the prolate spheroidal coordinates and a
different sGauss-Lobattod set of collocation points. The ad-
vantage of these methods is that they allow nonuniform and
optimal spatial grid discretizationsdenser mesh near each
nucleus and sparser mesh at larger electron-nucleus separa-
tionsd. This improves greatly both the accuracy and the effi-
ciency of the electronic structure and time-dependent calcu-
lations.
B. Complex-scaled time-evolution operator
If Eq. s9d is solved for the Floquet state, the wave func-
tion Fsj ,h ,td can be expanded in the time Fourier series,
Fsj,h,td = exps− i«td o
m=−`
`
exps− imvtdFmsj,hd, s20d
where« is a complex quasienergy with the real part repre-
senting the ac Stark-shifted energy level of the system, and
the imaginary part is equal to minus one-half of the ioniza-
tion rate. Then Eq.s9d is equivalent to the infinite-dimension
time-independent matrix eigenvalue problem for the quasien-
ergy and the vector of the Fourier componentsFm,
fH0 − mvgFm + o
m8
Vm−m8Fm8 = «Fm, s21d
− ` , m, `,
where
H0 = T + Usj,hd s22d
is the unperturbed molecular electronic Hamiltonian, andVm
are the time Fourier components of the interaction operator
Vsj ,h ,td. The left-hand side of Eq.s21d represents the time-
independent Floquet Hamiltonian acting on the vector of the
wave-function Fourier componentsFm. In practical compu-
tations, the set of Eq.s21d is truncated, and the Floquet
Hamiltonian matrix has a finite dimension. However, this
dimensionfNxNyNm3NxNyNm, whereNm is the number of
equations retained in the sets21dg can be very large, particu-
larly for strong and low-frequency external fields.
An alternative wayf29g to solve for Floquet wave func-
tions is by the extension of the time-evolution operator ap-
proach f22,32,33g. Consider the one-optical-cycle time-
evolution operatorUT. For the Floquet wave function
Fsj ,h ,td, the following equation holds:
UTFsj,h,0d = exps− i«TdFsj,h,0d. s23d
Equation s23d is an eigenvalue problem for the time-
evolution operatorUT. The quasienergy can be determined
from the eigenvalue exps−i«Td. Unlike Eq.s21d, there are no
time Fourier components in Eq.s23d, and the matrix dimen-
sion isNxNy3NxNy only. The penalty for the reduced matrix
size is some extra work required to obtain the one-cycle
propagatorUT.
At the time moment, the time-evolution operatorUt sat-
i fies the equation
i
]
]t
Ut = fH0 + Vsj,h,tdgUt s24d
with the initial condition att=0,
U0 = I, s25d
whereI is the identity operator. Upon integration of Eq.s24d
from t=0 to t=T, one obtains the one-cycle propagatorUT.
We employ the following split-operator, second-order short-
time propagation formula,
Ut+Dt . exps− i
1
2DtH0dexp(− iDtVsj,h,t +
1
2Dtd)
3exps− i 12DtH0dUt. s26d
The smallerDt, the more accurate Eq.s26d, and the error is
of the orderOfsDtd3g. The one-cycle time-evolution operator
UT is calculated by sequentially applying Eq.s26d, starting
from t=0. To facilitate the computations for the velocity
gauge interactionVsj ,h ,td s6d, the time propagation accord-
ing to Eq.s26d is performed in the momentum space where
the operatorVsj ,h ,td is diagonal.
The matrix exps−i 12DtH0d is computed only once for the
specifiedDt and can be represented by the spectral expan-
sion. Since the matrixH0 is non-Hermitian, there are two sets
of eigenvectors, the right eigenvectorshck
Rj and the left
eigenvectorshck
Lj, involved in the spectral expansionf29g,
expS− i 1
2
DtH0D = o
k=1
NxNy
expS− i 1
2
DtEkDuckRlkckLu. s27d
The eigenvectorsck
R andck
L correspond to the same complex
eigenvalueEk and satisfy the biorthogonality and binormal-
ization relations,
kck8
L uck
Rl = 0, k Þ k8, s28d
kck
Luck
Rl = 1. s29d
The time-dependent matrix exp(−iDtVsj ,h ,t+ 12Dtd) must be
computed at each time step, but this operation is fast since
this part of the short-time propagator is diagonal in the mo-
mentum representation used in the present calculations, since
the interaction is described in the velocity gauge.
The above procedure describes a complex-scaling ap-
proach to theeigenvalueproblem for the one-cycle time-
evolution operator. The computed operatorUT is being di-
agonalized to produce the complex quasienergy and the
corresponding Floquet state att=0. The first implementation
of this method was accomplished in Ref.f29g for the study
of the high-order above-threshold multiphoton detachment of
H−. Note that previously the complex-scaling approaches in
time-propagation schemes were applied to theinitial-state
problemsf34,35g.
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C. Time-dependent non-Hermitian Floquet approach
for the calculation of HHG spectra
Once the one-cycle time-evolution operatorUT is con-
structed and diagonalized to produce the desired Floquet
state with the quasienergy« and thesrightd wave function
FRsj ,h ,0d, the latter is used as a starting point for the time-
propagation process based on the same split-operator for-
mula s26d. As a result, the right wave functionFRsj ,h ,td is
obtained on the uniform time grid betweent=0 and t=T.
This wave function is used to calculate the time-dependent
dipole momentDstd, momentumPstd, and accelerationAstd
expectation values. Actually, to calculate those expectation
values one needs also the left wave functionFLsj ,h ,td, so
the following expressions can be used:
Dstd = kFLsj,h,tduzuFRsj,h,tdl, s30d
Pstd = − iKFLsj,h,tdU ]
]z
UFRsj,h,tdL , s31d
Astd =KFLsj,h,tdU ]
]z
Usj,hdUFRsj,h,tdL + F cosvt.
s32d
The right and left wave functions satisfy the time-dependent
equations
i
]
]t
uFRsj,h,tdl = HstduFRsj,h,tdl, s33d
− i
]
]t
kFLsj,h,tdu = kFLsj,h,tduHstd, s34d
whereH is the total non-Hermitian Hamiltonian matrix,
H = H0 + Vsj,h,td. s35d
For the uniform complex scaling, the following relation
holds for this matrix:
HTs− td = Hstd, s36d
where the superscriptT denotes the transposed matrix. As a
consequence, the right and left time-dependent wave func-
tions are related as
fFLsj,h,tdg * = FRsj,h,− td = expsi«TdFRsj,h,T − td.
s37d
That is why one can evaluate the expressionss30d–s32d using
the right wave functions only.
It can be easily verified that the expectation values of the
dipole moment, momentum, and acceleration satisfy the fol-
lowing equations:
d
dt
Dstd = Pstd −
F
v
sinvt, s38d
d2
dt2
Dstd = Astd. s39d
The nth-order harmonic generation ratesGn sthe number of
photons with the frequencynv emitted per unit timed are
calculated according to the classical electrodynamics for-
mula
Gn =
4uAnu2
3nvc3
, s40d
wherec is the speed of light andAn is the Fourier component
of the accelerationAstd,
An =
1
T
E
0
T
dt expsinvtdAstd. s41d
Equations40d represents the so-called acceleration form of
the HHG rates expression. The dipole and momentum forms
can be obtained using the relations betweenAn and Fourier
components of the dipole moment and momentum,Dn and
Pn,
An = − n
2v2Dn, s42d
An = − invPn −
1
2Ffdn,1 + dn,−1g. s43d
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To test the quality of the wave functions obtained by the
present time-dependent non-Hermitian Floquet approach, we
performed the calculations of the harmonic spectra using
three different forms for the harmonic generation rates ex-
pressions: the dipole form, the momentum form, and the ac-
celeration form. If the exact wave functions are used, all
three forms should yield the same result. However, if the
wave functions are approximate, one expects some discrep-
ancies when employing different formulas for the harmonic
generation rates. The results of the calculations are presented
in Tables I and II for the laser field intensities 531013 and
131014 W/cm2, respectively. As one can see, an excellent
agreement exists for a wide interval of harmonic orders start-
ing from the lowest third harmonic and ending well beyond
the cutoff and covers a 15 orders of magnitude range in the
HHG rates. To our knowledge, these are the first precisionab
initio calculations of high-order harmonic generation by the
hydrogen molecular ion that have achieved full convergence
of the HHG spectra.
We present two sets of the HHG spectra calculations. In
these calculations, we used the momentum form of the ex-
pression for the HHG rates. In the first set, we have com-
puted the harmonic generation rates at the internuclear sepa-
rationR=2 a.u. and several laser field intensities. To achieve
convergence in the time-evolution operator and wave-
function computations for the highest intensity 5
31014 W/cm2, we applied 80 pseudoradial and 20
pseudoangular grid points and used 65 536 time-propagation
steps. For the lowest intensity 531013 W/cm2, 60 pseudo-
radial, 20 pseudoangular grid points, and 32 768 time-
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propagation steps were enough to obtain fully converged re-
sults.
The results are presented in Fig. 1. As may be expected,
for higher laser intensities the harmonic spectrum becomes
wider with the cutoff position shifted towards higher har-
monics. It is instructive to compare the behavior of the HHG
spectrum obtained from the present accurate Floquet calcu-
lations with the qualitative predictions of the classical
“simple man’s model”f8g. According to this model, for the
two-center system, there exist topologically different classi-
cal electron trajectories which can lead to collisions with the
nuclei and emission of high-energy photons. Besides the col-
lision with the parent core which resembles the single atom
case and leads to the harmonic spectrum cutoff position at
the energyuE0u+3.17Up irrespective of the laser field inten-
sity and internuclear separation, the collisions can occur also
with the other nucleus. In the latter case, the return kinetic
energy of the electron depends on the field intensity and
frequency as well as on the distance between the nuclei. For
the field parameters used in the present calculations, two
different classical trajectories may be responsible for the
high kinetic energy of the electron when it returns to the
other nucleus. The corresponding maximal recombination
energies appear quite close to the atomic one and are listed in
Table III for the intensities used in the calculations. All three
values which mark the harmonic spectrum cutoff position are
also shown by arrows in Fig. 1. For the highest intensity used
in the calculations, 531014 W/cm2, the plateau in the HHG
spectrum is widesextends to the harmonic order 33d and
exhibits maxima in the dependence on the harmonic order.
One of them is located just before the cutoff and corresponds
to the classical trajectories discussed above. The other
maxima can be attributed to collisions with the parent and
other nucleus after the return at larger timessmore than one
period of the field. For example, the next two extrema in the
dependence of the recombination energy on the initial time
correspond touE0u+1.49Up and uE0u+1.60Up, or 21.5v and
22.2v, which is in fair agreement with the position of the
next maximum in the HHG spectrum.
The “simple man’s model” also predicts a maximum in
the low-energy part of the HHG spectrum, corresponding to
the harmonic orderFR/v sthe so-called “low-energy hump”
f8gd. At the internuclear separationR=2 a.u. and laser wave-
TABLE I. HHG rates of H2
+ in the ground electronics1sgd state
for the internuclear separationR=2 a.u. The laser field wavelength
is 532 nm and the intensity is 531013 W/cm2. Shown are the re-
sults of the calculations using the dipolesDd, momentumsPd, and
accelerationsAd forms of the HHG rates expression.N is the order
of the harmonic. The numbers in brackets indicate the powers of 10.
N
HHG ratessa.u.d
D P A
3 2.85f−17g 2.85f−17g 2.89f−17g
5 1.65f−16g 1.65f−16g 1.65f−16g
7 4.84f−21g 4.84f−21g 4.86f−21g
9 9.74f−22g 9.74f−22g 9.78f−22g
11 3.98f−21g 3.98f−21g 3.99f−21g
13 4.87f−22g 4.88f−22g 4.92f−22g
15 4.17f−22g 4.17f−22g 4.17f−22g
17 5.42f−23g 5.42f−23g 5.42f−23g
19 2.11f−24g 2.11f−24g 2.11f−24g
21 2.56f−26g 2.56f−26g 2.56f−26g
23 1.24f−28g 1.24f−28g 1.24f−28g
25 2.94f−31g 2.94f−31g 2.94f−31g
TABLE II. HHG rates of H2
+ in the ground electronics1sgd
state for the internuclear separationR=2 a.u. The laser field wave-
length is 532 nm and the intensity is 131014 W/cm2. Shown are
the results of the calculations using the dipolesDd, momentumsPd,
and accelerationsAd forms of the HHG rates expression.N is the
order of the harmonic. The numbers in brackets indicate the powers
of 10.
N
HHG ratessa.u.d
D P A
3 1.33f−16g 1.33f−16g 1.36f−16g
5 8.71f−15g 8.71f−15g 8.72f−15g
7 1.50f−18g 1.50f−18g 1.50f−18g
9 1.79f−19g 1.79f−19g 1.79f−19g
11 6.56f−19g 6.56f−19g 6.57f−19g
13 1.53f−19g 1.53f−19g 1.53f−19g
15 9.20f−20g 9.20f−20g 9.20f−20g
17 4.61f−19g 4.61f−19g 4.61f−19g
19 1.08f−19g 1.08f−19g 1.08f−19g
21 5.74f−21g 5.74f−21g 5.74f−21g
23 1.16f−22g 1.16f−22g 1.16f−22g
25 1.15f−24g 1.15f−24g 1.15f−24g
27 6.46f−27g 6.45f−27g 6.45f−27g
29 2.28f−29g 2.25f−29g 2.24f−29g
FIG. 1. HHG rates of H2
+ in the grounds1sgd electronic state at
the internuclear separationR=2 a.u. The wavelength of the laser
field used is 532 nm and the intensities are 531013 W/cm2
scirclesd, 131014 W/cm2 ssquaresd, 231014 W/cm2 striangles
downd, and 531014 W/cm2 striangles upd. The arrows indicate the
positions of maximum return kinetic energies of the electron as
follows from the “simple man’s model”f8g.
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length 532 nm, however, the position of this maximum is
below the third harmonic, even for the highest intensity 5
31014 W/cm2 used in the calculations. That is why the low-
energy hump is not well pronounced in the present HHG
spectra. Probably, the maximum in the calculated HHG spec-
tra at the fifth harmonic can be attributed to this feature of
the classical analysis.
In the second set of the calculations, we computed the
harmonic generation rates at the intensity 531013 W/cm2
for various internuclear distances between 3 and 17.5 a.u.
The two lowest-lying unperturbed states of H2
+—1sg and
1su—become nearly degenerate at larger internuclear sepa-
rations. Thus in our Floquet calculations we need to compute
two Floquet states which are dominated by the unperturbed
1sg and 1su states. We shall call them the lower state and the
upper state. For the laser field with the wavelength 532 nm, a
one-photon resonancesv=0.085 645 4 a.u.d occurs at the in-
ternuclear distanceR approximately equal to 4 a.u. The 1sg
and 1su states are strongly mixed in the lower and upper
Floquet states in the vicinity of this resonance. For the inter-
nuclear separationsR less than 4 a.u., the lower Floquet state
is dominated by 1sg unperturbed state, and the upper Floquet
state is dominated by the 1su unperturbed state. The situation
is reversed for the internuclear separations larger than 4 a.u.
The real parts of the quasienergies for the lower and upper
states as functions ofR undergo an avoided crossing at this
distancessee Fig. 2d.
The HHG spectra demonstrate strong dependence on the
internuclear separationR. In Fig. 3, we show the HHG rates
for R=3, 6, 10, and 16 a.u. for both the upper and the lower
Floquet states, respectively. As one can see, for the same
harmonic ordern the difference between the values ofGn at
different R can be as large as several orders of magnitude.
Higher-order harmonics15th and aboved are generally en-
hanced at the larger internuclear distances shown, for ex-
ample 16 a.u. There is no regular dependence onR for the
lower-order harmonics. Our calculations reveal a strong cor-
relation between the ionization rates and harmonic genera-
tion rates. In Fig. 4, we show the ionization rates of the H2
+
lower and upper Floquet states as a function ofR. When the
internuclear distance varies fromR=3 a.u. toR=17.5 a.u.,
the ionization potentials for the unperturbed 1sg and 1su
electronic states of H2
+ change from 0.911 to 0.557 and from
0.701 to 0.557 atomic units, respectively. Several multipho-
ton ionization thresholds exist within this range ofR, as the
minimum number of photons required for ionizationsi the
weak-field limitd changes from 11 to 7 for the 1sg state, and
from 9 to 7 for the 1su state. However, the correct position
of the thresholds in the strong laser field must be determined
from the quasienergies rather than unperturbed energies, and
the ponderomotive shift of the continuum onset should be
taken into account. Thus for the lower Floquet state, the ion-
ization thresholds are located approximately at 3.2, 4.4, and
7.5 a.u; for the upper Floquet state, the ionization threshold
positions are at 4.6 and 7.4 a.u. WithR increasing, the next
sand the lastd thresholds appear at 19.6 a.u. for both the
lower and upper Floquet states; these last thresholds are be-
TABLE III. Cutoff positions of the harmonic spectrum at inter-
nuclear separation 2 a.u. as follows from the “simple man’s model”
f8g for the field parameters used in the present calculations.
Laser field
intensity sW/cm2d
Maximum
recombination energies
531013 uE0u+2.72Up=14.3v
uE0u+3.17Up=14.7v
uE0u+3.68Up=15.0v
131014 uE0u+2.85Up=16.1v
uE0u+3.17Up=16.5v
uE0u+3.53Up=16.9v
231014 uE0u+2.94Up=19.6v
uE0u+3.17Up=20.2v
uE0u+3.42Up=20.7v
531014 uE0u+3.02Up=30.2v
uE0u+3.17Up=31.1v
uE0u+3.33Up=32.0v
FIG. 2. Real parts of the complex quasienergies for the lower
and upper Floquet states as functions of internuclear separationR
ssolid linesd. The dashed lines show the unperturbed energies
Es1sgd and Es1sud−v sdiabatic curves that exhibit a crossing at
R<4.2 a.u.d. The photon energyv=0.085 645 4 a.u. corresponds to
the wavelength 532 nm, and the laser field intensity is 5
31013 W/cm2.
FIG. 3. HHG rates of H2
+ in the uppersAd and lowersBd Flo-
quet states at several internuclear separationsR: R=3 a.u.scirclesd,
R=6 a.u.ssquaresd, R=10 a.u.striangles downd, andR=16 a.u.stri-
angles upd. The wavelength of the laser field is 532 nm and the
intensity is 531013 W/cm2.
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yond theR range where the present calculations were per-
formed, however.
When going from smaller to higher internuclear separa-
tions and approaching the next threshold, a series of reso-
nances with the excited electronic states of H2
+ is encoun-
tered which causes a significant enhancement in the
ionization process. In Fig. 4, such a resonance series is
clearly seen around 6 a.u. Another large resonance series is
spread from 9 to 17.5 a.u. Analogous resonances in the ion-
ization rate as a function of the internuclear separation were
FIG. 5. sColor onlined Harmonic generation rates of H2
+ in the
upper sdashed lined and lower ssolid lined Floquet states vs the
internuclear separationR. Shown are the harmonics 3 to 7; the
harmonic order is labeled in each graph. The wavelength of the
laser field is 532 nm and the intensity is 531013 W/cm2.
FIG. 6. sColor onlined Harmonic generation rates of H2
+ in the
upper sdashed lined and lower ssolid lined Floquet states vs the
internuclear separationR. Shown are the harmonics 9 to 13; the
harmonic order is labeled in each graph. The wavelength of the
laser field is 532 nm and the intensity is 531013 W/cm2.
FIG. 4. Multiphoton ionization
rates of H2
+ in the uppersAd and
lower sBd Floquet states vs the in-
ternuclear separationR showing
the resonance-enhanced pattern at
severalR. The wavelength of the
laser field is 532 nm and the in-
tensity is 531013 W/cm2.
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revealed in the previous Floquet calculations by Madsen,
Plummer, and McCannf25,26g at shorter wavelengths
248 nm and 212 nm.
The resonant enhancement of ionization occurs for both
the lower and upper Floquet states. However, for the upper
state the ionization rate is generally larger than that for the
lower statesexcept for the internuclear separations larger
than 15 a.u.d The upper state is dominated by thesevend 1sg
unperturbed state atR.4 a.u. Thus it has a significant popu-
lation between the nuclei which is easier to ionize, as dis-
cussed by Codling and Frasinskif36g. On the contrary, the
lower state is dominated by the odd 1su state, and the popu-
lation between the nuclei is suppressed.
At the very large internuclear separationssR.15 a.u.d,
the ionization rate of the lower Floquet state exceeds that of
the upper state. At such large distances, one can expect a
transition to the separated atoms picture which features the
interference of the contributions from the two atoms to the
total ionization rate for the both Floquet states. As a conse-
quence, the ionization rate exhibits an oscillatory behavior as
a function ofR. The minima of the ionization rate for the
upper state must correspond to the maxima for the lower
state, and vice versa. One can roughly estimate the period of
the interference oscillationsDR from the equationkDR=2p,
where k is the average momentum of the electron in the
continuum. Since the laser field intensity used in these cal-
culations is not very highs531013 W/cm2d, a reasonable
value ofk can be the momentum of the electron after absorp-
tion of the minimal number of photons required for ioniza-
tion, that is,k<Î2v. ThenDR<15 a.u., and the separation
between the adjacent interference minimum and maximum is
approximately 7.5 a.u. For larger average electron momen-
tum k, DR becomes smaller, but anyway one can expect the
period of the interference oscillations to be of the order of a
few atomic units, which is much larger than the separation
between the adjacent resonance peaks in the ionization rate
dependence onR. One can see the beginning of this interfer-
ence oscillatory structure in Fig. 4 at the internuclear sepa-
rations larger than 14–15 a.u.
The resonances in the ionization process strongly affect
the harmonic generation as well. In Figs. 5–7, we show the
HHG rates for the harmonics 3–19 as a function ofR. As one
can see, the enhancement in the harmonic generation occurs
exactly at those internuclear distances where the ionization
rates show resonances. The production of low-order harmon-
ics rates is increased in the region aroundR=6 a.u. The three
high ionization peaks of the upper state atR=9.5, R=11.2,
and R=12.5 a.u. also correspond to enhanced generation of
the harmonics of the order 9–13. For the higher-order har-
monicss15–19d, the increased generation is observed at large
distancess16–17.5 a.u.d
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented a time-dependent non-
Hermitian Floquet approach for accurate calculations of
HHG by the hydrogen molecular ion H2
+ in intense laser
field with the wavelength 532 nm. The procedure involves
the extension of the complex-scaling generalized pseu-
dospectralsCSGPSd technique fornonuniformand optimal
spatial discretization of the two-center Hamiltonian and effi-
cient non-Hermitian time propagation of the time-evolution
operator. We show that high-precision time-dependent
quasienergy wave functions, MPI rates, and HHG power
spectra can be achieved by this method.
We have studied the dependence of the HHG spectra on
the intensity of the laser field at the equilibrium internuclear
separation. Our results confirm that the “simple man’s
model” f8g can give a reasonable estimate of the cutoff po-
sition. Moreover, we have explored the dependence of HHG
spectra on the internuclear separationR at the field intensity
531013 W/cm2. Our calculations reveal a strong depen-
dence of HHG rates onR. At someR, the HHG production is
strongly enhanced, and this phenomenon can be attributed to
the resonantly enhanced multiphoton ionization of H2
+ at
these internuclear separations. The enhancement of higher
harmonicss15–19d occurs at largerR. The observed phenom-
ena in theR dependence of the HHG rates can be used for
better control of the high-order harmonic generation process.
Extension of the present approach to the study of HHG of
multielectron diatomic molecules is in progress.
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FIG. 7. sColor onlined Harmonic generation rates of H2
+ in the
upper sdashed lined and lower ssolid lined Floquet states vs the
internuclear separationR. Shown are the harmonics 15 to 19; the
harmonic order is labeled in each graph. The wavelength of the
laser field is 532 nm and the intensity is 531013 W/cm2.
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